Bimetallic phosphide nanoparticles are drawing a great interest as a family of nanomaterials. Controlling their fine features such as surface composition, core crystal structure and overall composition is a key to further application. Copper and nickel are particularly interesting first-raw metals for their abundance and relevance in several branches of catalysis. In order to synthesize crystalline bimetallic phosphide Ni-Cu-P nanoparticles, core-shell copper-nickel nanoparticles were reacted with white phosphorus (P 4 ). Surprisingly, hollow monocrystalline (Ni,Cu) 2 P nanoparticles were formed alongside Cu nanoparticles and crystallized in a phase isostructural to Ni 2 P.
Introduction
Metal phosphides (M x P y ) have a large variety of compositions and a wide range of applications in catalysis, 1-3 magnetism, 4-6 lithium-ion batteries, [7] [8] [9] as semi-conductors [10] [11] [12] and for superconductivity. 13 At the nanoscale, they have also attracted great interest due to their promising performances especially in electrocatalysis 3, 14 and photoluminescence 10, 12, 15 among other applications. While chemists have been initially working on synthesis of monometallic phosphide nanoparticles [15] [16] [17] , recent efforts have 3 focused on the controlled synthesis of bimetallic phosphide nanoparticles, which show enhanced properties. [18] [19] [20] [21] Most reported studies relied on the non-quantitative decomposition of tri-n-octylphosphine (TOP), triphenylphosphine (PPh 3 ) or triphenylphosphite (TPP) in the presence of metal complexes or salts, thus forming metal phosphide nanoparticles in one step or two steps. 22 To synthesize monometallic phosphides, insertion of phosphorus into preformed nanoparticles was also investigated.
This approach allows an excellent control over size, shape and crystalline phase because it preserves the morphology and size-distribution of the starting metal nanoparticles. 23 Nevertheless, this insertion route was rarely used on bimetallic nanoparticles 24 despite the large number of candidates available. 25 Indeed, synthesis of bimetallic nanoparticles, such as Au-Cu, Pt-Pd, Pt-Ni and Cu-Ni [26] [27] [28] [29] , with tunable composition and precise atomic order control is a mature field.
Copper phosphide and nickel phosphide nanoparticles show good performance in (electro)catalytic processes. 14, 30, 31 While bulk mixed phosphides of copper and nickel (Ni,Cu) 3 P and (Ni,Cu) 2 P have been prepared by Nowotny et al. and Adlwarth et al., 32, 33 nanoscaled Cu-Ni-P have been synthesized by solution-based route 34 or by electrical wire explosion. 35 In these last two examples, the nanoparticles crystallized in cubic phases, isostructural to metallic Cu and Ni, and the latter showed low phosphorus content (≤ 8.3 at.%) as well as inhomogeneous composition of individual particles.
There is no report so far on Ni-Cu-P nanoscaled phosphides presenting a crystal structure indexed as a metal phosphide. Hence, a strategy that involves insertion of phosphorus into pre-formed Ni-Cu nanoparticles does seem particularly appealing to target Ni-Cu-P nanoparticles by colloidal synthesis. 4 For this purpose, white phosphorus (P 4 ) shows several interesting features as a phosphorus donor. It acts as a stoichiometric P-donor for both nickel and copper, forming crystalline Ni 2 P and Cu 3 P nanoparticles. 17, 36 No by-product is produced during the reaction and phosphorus insertion started at temperature as low as 100 °C.
Furthermore, it was shown to be a stoichiometric donor in other cases such as Pd 5 P 2 , 37 PdP 2 , 37 FeP 17 or InP. 38 Interestingly, the phosphorus insertion occurred through amorphization of the nanoparticles for nickel and palladium, but not for copper.
Herein, we propose a one-step colloidal route for Cu 1- x Ni x nanoparticles. We investigated the reaction of core-shell Cu 0.25 Ni 0.75 nanoparticles with white phosphorus, for the production of crystalline Ni-Cu-P nanoparticles. The stoichiometry was selected to target full phosphidation of Ni into Ni 2 P. This study provides insights on three mechanistic aspects: (i) preference of phosphorus towards one of the metals, (ii) amorphization and recrystallization during insertion of phosphorus and (iii) outward migration of copper vs. inward migration of phosphorus.
Results and discussion

Synthesis and characterization of bimetallic Cu 1-x Ni x nanoparticles.
In order to prepare bimetallic Cu 1-x Ni x nanoparticles (x = 0.33, 0.50, 0.67, 0.75), we adapted a synthetic protocol designed for pure nickel nanoparticles. 39 Cu(acac) 2 and Ni(acac) 2 were reduced at 220 °C by oleylamine, in the presence of tri-n-octylphosphine (TOP) that served as a stabilizing agent (see experimental section). The reactions were carried out under inert atmosphere to yield colloidal solutions. Black powders of Cu 1-
x Ni x nanoparticles were collected by centrifugation and washing in air. Inductively 5 coupled plasma with atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) showed that the final compositions are in good accordance with the expected ones (ESI Table S1 ).
X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of Cu 0.25 Ni 0.75 nanoparticles is presented in Figure 1 .
The nanoparticles crystallized in the same fcc phase as metallic copper and nickel.
However, their diffraction peaks were shifted to larger angles compared to Cu and smaller angles compared to Ni (Figure 1a and ESI Figure S1 ). The (111) peaks were fitted by two pseudo-Voigt curves to identify two components at 43.6 ° and 44.4 ° ( Figure 1b ). The former was attributed to Cu-rich crystalline domains and the latter to Ni-rich ones. The presence of two components indicated that copper and nickel do not form a single-phase solid solution. XRD patterns of Cu 1-x Ni x nanoparticles (x = 0.25, 0.50, 0.67) synthesized with other metal ratios show gradual shifts of all three peaks (111), (200) and (220) to larger angles with increasing nickel content (ESI Figure S1 ).
Cu-rich and Ni-rich phases could be distinguished from the (111) peak of all Cu 1-x Ni x samples. The two components were resolved for x ≥ 0.67. According to the Scherrer equation, the Ni-rich and Cu-rich crystallite domains were respectively 8 nm and 11 nm large, in average.
Bright-field transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of Cu 0.25 Ni 0.75 showed quasi-spherical nanoparticles with average diameter of 40 nm (Figure 1c ). This diameter was larger than the average crystallite size, suggesting that the nanoparticles were polycrystalline. Accordingly, high resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy (HR-STEM) revealed several crystalline domains of ca. 10 nm within one particle (ESI Figure S2 ). TEM images of Cu 0.75 Ni 0.25 , Cu 0.50 Ni 0.50 and Cu 0.33 Ni 0.67 nanoparticles are shown in ESI Figure S3 . The size distribution of the nanoparticles became broader with increasing copper content. This is likely due to the increasing 6 copper leaching from copper-rich nanoparticles in the presence of TOP, 40 which fastened the defocusing size ripening of the nanoparticles.
Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) in STEM showed a core-shell structure for the Cu 0.25 Ni 0.75 nanoparticles (Figure 1 ). This partial segregation is compatible with the XRD pattern which indicated two types of crystallites. The core was rich in Cu while the shell was rich in Ni. Based on EDS maps performed on the TEM, apparent ratios could be estimated, although the measurement in the center of the nanoparticle also took into account the shell that is crossed twice by the electron beam. Uncertainty of all the values discussed below is in the order of 10 %. The apparent composition was Cu 0.07 Ni 0.93 in the shell and Cu 0.46 Ni 0.54 in the core. STEM-EDS maps of Cu 1-x Ni x nanoparticles with others metal ratios showed core-shell morphology as well (ESI Figure S4 ). In particular, Cu 0.33 Ni 0.67 nanoparticles with similar size to Cu 0.25 Ni 0.75 , showed an apparent composition of Cu 0.09 Ni 0.91 in the shell and Cu 0.57 Ni 0.43 in the core.
As expected, the shell was thinner than that of Cu 0.25 Ni 0.75 nanoparticles i.e. 7 nm compared to 10 nm.
The core-shell structure was favored over an alloy or Janus structure, in agreement with the syntheses previously developed in the literature for other copper-nickel nanoparticles. 26, 27, 28 However, our results differ from the work of Liu et al. who obtained alloys using a similar approach but at a lower temperature i.e. 180 °C and with longer reaction time of 4 h. 41 In our reaction, the solution readily turned dark at ca. 180 °C. We know from our previous work that the reduction of Ni(acac) 2 starts at 213 °C. 39, 42 Hence, we propose that Cu nuclei form at 180 °C and that reduction of nickel at a higher temperature is responsible for the partially segregated morphology. On the powder of nanoparticles isolated in air, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) of the P 2p region showed the presence of phosphorus species on the surface of the nanoparticles. Each component was represented by 2p 3/2 and 2p 1/2 doublet peaks with a spin-orbit splitting of 0.84 eV. In the following, we will only indicate the binding energy (BE) of the 2p 3/2 component. Three components were identified at 129.4, 132.6 and 133.0 eV (ESI Figure S5b ). The component at 129.4 eV, representing 13% of the 8 total phosphorus content detected at the surface, was attributed to nickel phosphide. 43 This phosphide came from a partial decomposition of TOP and contaminates the surface, in agreement with previous reports. 44, 45, 46 The component at 132.6 eV was attributed to phosphine oxide, 47, 48 originating from oxidation of TOP into tri-n-octylphosphine oxide (TOPO) during the post-reaction treatment. Lastly, the component at 133.0 eV was attributed to phosphates, from partial phosphide oxidation. 49 On the metals side, Ni 2p and Cu 2p were measured (ESI Figure S5c Stoichiometric reaction of white phosphorus on copper and nickel nanoparticles was previously reported. 17, 36 Using stoichiometric amounts of P 4 , crystalline Cu 3 P was formed at 100 °C, while Ni 2 P only partially crystallized at 150 °C and fully crystallized at 220 °C. Using sub-stoichiometric amounts of P 4 , Ni 3 P did not crystallize. Rather, nanoparticles with Ni 2 P core and metallic Ni shell were obtained. In the case of copper, faster crystallization of the phosphide phase led to nanoparticles with the opposite structure: metallic Cu core and Cu 3 P shell.
In this work, core-shell Cu 0.25 Ni 0.75 nanoparticles were reacted with P 4 in substoichiometric amount compared to the fully phosphidized Cu 3 P-Ni 2 P. The chosen stoichiometry of the final product was Cu 0.25 Ni 0.75 P 0.375 , corresponding to hypothetical "Cu-Ni 2 P". Two borderline scenarios were envisioned ( Figure 2 ): either a diffusion of phosphorus limited to the shell, yielding a metallic core and a phosphide shell, or a diffusion of phosphorus to the core, yielding a bimetallic phosphide alloy. The outcome 9 would depend on the relative kinetics of crystallization of both phosphide phases and the preference of phosphorus towards one of the metals. 
(i) Preference of phosphorus towards one of the metals
To obtain a fully crystallized product, as-synthesized Cu 0.25 Ni 0.75 nanoparticles were reacted directly after synthesis (no further purification) with a solution of P 4 in toluene at 250 °C for 2 h. Toluene was evaporated in vacuo before heating to avoid reflux at the reaction temperature. 31 P NMR spectrum of the supernatant after centrifugation shows that P 4 was completely consumed (ESI Figure S7b ). TOP remained from the first step of the synthesis and gave a signal at -31.9 ppm (see inset). Two phosphorus species at oxidation degree +V were detected at 43. XRD patterns of the resulting nanoparticles showed a phase isostructural to hexagonal Ni 2 P as well as fcc metallic Cu (Figure 3 ). Diffraction peaks of the phosphide phase were shifted from those of the reported Ni 2 P (JCPDS 74-1385). Peaks of (hkl) (l ≠ 0) planes were shifted towards wider angles while those of (hkl) (l = 0) planes were shifted towards smaller angles, suggesting a distortion of the unit cell. We therefore propose the formation of a mixed phosphide (Ni,Cu) 2 P phase, with a partial substitution of copper to nickel in the unit cell resulting in the structural distortion.
To further substantiate this proposal, we went back to the few articles discussing these structural parameters. Distortion of the unit cell is often discussed using the ratio c/a of lattice parameters. 50 Nowotny et al. reported that macroscopic (Ni,Cu) 2 P phase can form for Cu:Ni ratios up to ca. 25%. 32 Measurement uncertainty of our XRD data is around 0.001 nm for distances (this value depends on the angle, see Supporting Information page S15). At 25% Cu, lattice constants showed slightly deviated values of a = 0.584 nm and c = 0.340 nm from those of pure Ni 2 P phase (a = 0.586 nm and c = 0.338 nm). The resulting c/a ratio was 0.582 vs. 0.577 for pure Ni 2 P. In our case, profile matching of the XRD pattern showed lattice constants of a = 0.591 nm and c = 0.333 nm, giving a c/a ratio of 0.563. This indicated a more significant distortion at the nanoscale. Interestingly, as the c/a ratio decreased from that of pure bulk Ni 2 P phase, the distortion was also not of the same direction as in the bulk mixed phase (where the c/a ratio increases). We calculated the c/a ratio in nanoscale (Ni,Fe) 2 P or (Ni,Co) 2 P reported by another group, and it showed increasing values when compared to the pure hexagonal Ni 2 P phase (ESI Table S3 ). 20, 21 To the best of our knowledge, the (Ni,Cu) 2 P distortion reported in this article is the first example of decreasing c/a ratio for mixed phosphide phase. Figure S6 ). Alongside the hollow 12 phosphide nanoparticles, higher contrast zones were also observed, either inside the shells or on top of them ( Figure 4a ,c,d). EDS elemental maps indicate that they did not contain phosphorus (Figure 4g ), but only Cu. They were therefore the metallic copper crystallites determined in the XRD pattern. XPS of the nanoparticles powder in the Cu 2p region (ESI Figure S5d) showed the presence of metallic and oxidized Cu, confirming EDS observations. The lower B.E. of the Cu 2p peak could also partially arise from the copper phosphide, as the reported compound show similar binding energies for Cu (0) (932.7 eV), Cu 3 P (932.8 eV) 51 and CuP 2 (between 932.2 and 932.4 eV). 52 
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In the Ni 2p 3/2 region, peaks of oxidized nickel were present at 855.2 and 855.9 eV. 53 Reduced nickel was also detected at 852.9 eV (ESI Figure S5c ). It was slightly shifted to higher binding energy (B.E.) than bimetallic copper-nickel nanoparticles whose main peak was at 852.3 eV. Unfortunately, Ni (0) and Ni 2 P are hardly distinguished by XPS.
Previous study by Li et al. attributed them the same B.E. of 853.1 eV, 54 while others tabulate Ni (0) at 852.7 eV and Ni 2 P at 852.9 eV, only 0.2 eV apart. 55 XPS relative peak area indicated an apparent surface coverage of copper vs. nickel of one third of copper for two third of nickel, much richer in copper than what was found on the nanoparticles prior to phosphidation. This indicated that most of the copper migrated to the surface or to the outside of the nanoparticles, forming aggregates on their own, in agreement with STEM-EDS analysis. Besides, the apparent ratio of surface phosphorus vs. the sum of the metals was ca 60%, while it was only 30% prior to the reaction with white phosphorus. Oxidized phosphorus species, similar to these of the starting nanoparticles, were still detected in the form of TOPO and phosphates at 132.8 and 133.2 eV respectively. P 2p indicated the presence of metal phosphide at 129.5 eV, 43 representing 33% of the surface phosphorus (ESI Figure S5b ). A minor component was also detected at 130.2 eV, representing 14%. This was assigned to a different reduced phosphorus species as the B.E. value is close to that of metal phosphide. Altogether, XPS confirmed the formation of surface metal phosphide on the nanoparticles and the presence of metallic copper on the surface of the nanoparticles and/or as separate nanoparticles.
The formation of hollow (Ni,Cu) 2 P nanoparticles and metallic Cu nanoparticles suggested an outward migration of copper from the core to the shell and even outside of the starting nanoparticles during the reaction with P 4 , a scenario that was not initially 14 envisioned. Moreover, phosphorus showed a preference towards nickel as shown by STEM-EDS and XRD, possibly due to the initial core-shell morphology where nickel was in contact with the reaction medium. Ni). 36 This was expected because there is no topotactic transformation possible from Ni fcc to hexagonal Ni 2 P. 56 A fully amorphous nickel phosphide compound, showing a broad peak from 40 to 50 ° in XRD, was isolated at low temperature (90 °C). 17 In the present case, nickel is exposed at the surface of the nanoparticles and has to react first with P 4 .It would thus make sense that the first step of the reaction was the formation of a nickel phosphide amorphous shell.
In order to investigate the reaction mechanism, including the surprising and unprecedented outward diffusion of copper, a second reaction was performed on the Cu 0.25 Ni 0.75 nanoparticles, with the same stoichiometry of P 4 , but at a lower temperature of 150 °C. 31 P NMR spectrum of the supernatant after centrifugation showed again that P 4 was entirely consumed, suggesting a complete conversion (ESI Figure S7c) . Indeed, only TOP and TOPO were detected at -31. The isolated powder was partially amorphous as shown by XRD ( Figure 5a ) through a broad feature from 40 to 50 °. This feature may correspond to amorphous nickel phosphide 17, 36 but also to amorphous copper phosphide or copper-nickel phosphide. The diffractogram also presented diffraction peaks of hexagonal Ni 2 P and fcc metallic Cu.
This confirmed a two-step process with first, an amorphization driven by phosphorus insertion and/or copper migration, and second, a recrystallization. Interestingly, no shift was observed for the diffraction peaks of the Ni 2 P phase: pure Ni 2 P phase seems to crystallize first, before evolving towards mixed (Ni,Cu) 2 P phase as a consequence of copper outward migration.
In order to confirm this, the obtained partially amorphous nanoparticles were redispersed in oleylamine and annealed at 250 °C for 2 h. As expected, XRD pattern of the annealed product showed crystalline (Ni,Cu) 2 P alongside fcc metallic copper, but no broad signal resulting from an amorphous phase. However, diffraction peaks of the mixed phosphide phase were more shifted compared with these of Ni 2 P, than in those of the nanoparticles formed at 250 °C. In fact, the c/a ratio decreases to 0.559.
TEM of the sample synthesized at 150 °C showed full and partially hollow nanoparticles, alongside hollow nanoparticles (Figure 5b ). This suggested that outward migration of copper already started and was still undergoing at this temperature. Surprisingly, no significant morphology change was observed in the annealed sample ( Figure 5c ): copper crystallites were not observed outside the nanoparticles. Isolating the nanoparticles after the first reaction step at 150 °C seems to deactivate the outward migration of copper. This isolation step removed most of the TOP from the reaction 16 medium: initially 0.8 equiv. vs. the metals, which represents a large excess vs. the surface metal atoms. We recently showed that alkylphosphines are responsible for strong leaching of copper nanoparticles to solution. 40 Hence, we propose that, for the one-step reaction described in the previous section, the presence of TOP in the reaction medium was a significant driving force for the outward migration of copper by displacing the equilibrium in the favor of soluble copper species. These species were then able to redeposit on the metal phosphide nanoparticles, as will be discussed in detail in the last section of the article. Figure S14 . b) and c) TEM images of the nanoparticles before and after annealing, respectively. STEM-EDS elemental maps of the 150 °C sample showed that the nanoparticles react inhomogeneously with P 4 (Figure 6 ), providing an unexpected opportunity to catch snapshots of the reaction steps on the same TEM grid. Four different stages of phosphorus insertion could be distinguished, numbered intermediates (1) to (4) ( Figure   6f -g). As shown in phosphorus STEM-EDS map (Figure 6e ), for intermediate (1), phosphorus insertion was incomplete and stopped at the surface of the nanoparticle, whereas, for intermediates (2) to (4), phosphorus completely occupied the shell of the nanoparticles. Phosphorus diffusion always stopped at the shell and never continued into the core. This confirmed our previous conclusion on the preference of phosphorus towards nickel rather than copper in this system.
The copper map (Figure 6c ) showed that the core of intermediates (1) and (2) were still intact while intermediates (3) and (4) were partly and fully hollow, respectively.
Interestingly, the shell of intermediates (2) to (4) always contained the three elements, suggesting the presence of amorphous bimetallic phosphide, detected as a broad amorphous species by XRD below the crystalline Ni 2 P (Figure 5a ). The amorphous nature of these intermediates was confirmed by Selected Area Electronic Diffraction (SAED) (ESI Figure S9 ). This indicated that there are two competing reaction pathways: a first where crystalline Ni 2 P formed first then evolved towards mixed (Ni,Cu) 2 P through copper migration and a second where copper migration occurred first to form amorphous mixed phosphide that crystallized afterward, at 250 °C.
XPS of the non-annealed sample in the Cu 2p and Ni 2p regions showed again the presence of both reduced and oxidized species (ESI Figure S5 ). While comparing with 18 the sample formed at 250 °C, the apparent copper content measured at the surface increased from 14% to 25% and the nickel content decreases from 27% to 14%. This is likely due to the fact that outward migration of copper was still undergoing. We detected both remaining copper inside the shell or small copper species outside. P 2p region of the non-annealed was also similar to that of the sample formed at 250 °C (ESI Figure S5 ). 
(iii) Outward migration of copper vs. inward migration of phosphorus
In order to determine the fate of copper that migrated outward the nanoparticles, and potentially/partially outside, during the reaction with white phosphorus at 250 °C, TEM images of aliquots from the reaction mixture were taken at different reaction times 19 ( Figure 7) . As expected, the nanoparticles were still not hollow at room temperature ( Figure 7a ). The majority of the nanoparticles was already hollow at 180 °C (Figure 7b) , consistently with the TEM of nanoparticles prepared at 150 °C shown in the previous section. When the temperature reached 250 °C, small nanoparticles of diameter of around 4 nm were detected outside of the hollow nanoparticles (Figure 7c ). After 30 min at this temperature, larger particles were found (Figure 7d The migration of copper outside the nanoparticles was further confirmed using in situ STEM-EDS mapping (Figure 8 ). As discussed above, the sample formed after reaction 20 with white phosphorus at 150 °C presented several intermediates of phosphorus insertion ( Figure 6 ). Thus, we heated this sample under argon (1 bar) from room temperature up to 250 °C in a TEM gas cell. This experiment was slightly different than heating in solution, but since copper easily migrates on the silicon nitride membrane upon heating, we considered it a worthwhile comparison experiment. As expected, STEM images showed that the thickness of the core decreases from 18 nm to 6 nm between 100 °C (Figure 8a ,c) and 250 °C (Figure 8b,d The arrows indicate deposited copper outside the hollow nanoparticles.
We showed that the inward migration of phosphorus and outward migration of copper already started at 150 °C when the core-shell copper-nickel nanoparticles were reacted with white phosphorus. However, between 150 and 250 °C, it was shown that TOP could also act as a phosphorus source for insertion into metal. [44] [45] [46] A control reaction was thus carried out at 180 °C in the same fashion without adding white phosphorus.
The only phosphorus source for insertion in this case was the TOP remaining from the 22 first step of the bimetallic nanoparticle synthesis. No change in size, shape, crystal structure, chemical composition as well as apparent copper content measured on the surface of the nanoparticles was observed after the heating (ESI Figure S10 ), confirming that P 4 , as a more reactive P-donor, is required to activate outward migration of copper at 180 °C.
We then carried out a second control reaction at 250 °C. This time, XRD pattern of the sample showed pure orthorhombic phosphide Ni 12 P 5 and fcc metallic copper phases (ESI Figure S11) , indicating phosphorus insertion. Chemical composition measured by EDS confirmed enrichment in phosphorus (ESI Figure S11 ). Interestingly, TEM images and STEM-EDS mapping showed full and faceted nanoparticles alongside only a few hollow nanoparticles (ESI Figure S11 and Figure S12 ). No copper was detected outside of the nanoparticles. XPS only showed very small apparent Cu-content (3 at.% of total Cu, Ni and P) on the surface (ESI Figure S11) . The high-temperature degradation of TOP seems to inhibit copper migration, directly resulting in a crystalline phosphide shell.
Discussion
(i) Regarding the preferred formation of nickel-rich phosphide over copper-rich phosphide.
Overall, the above paragraphs describe the formation of a nickel-rich NiCuP alloy.
While some of the copper domains are not phosphidized, there is no remaining nickel domain at the end of the reaction. This suggests a preference of phosphorus for the nickel rather than for the copper.
Two aspects can be considered: 23 (1) The reaction path. Due to the core-shell morphology of the starting nanoparticles, phosphorus reacts first with nickel. The nickel phosphide, once formed, traps a significant amount of the available phosphorus species. This should however be reconciled with the fact that copper is able to diffuse through the nickel-rich phosphide shell. Kinetic control cannot be solely responsible for the observed result.
(2) The stability of the final phases. Data are not available on the ternary alloys but they are for the binary ones: the enthalpy of formation of Ni 2 P at 298 K (from -190 to -136 kJ/mol depending on the studies) is more negative than these of Cu 3 P (from -52 to -135 kJ/mol). 57 At the nanoscale and using the most reactive phosphorus source available (P 4 ), we can also note that nickel nanoparticles fully convert in Ni 2 P nanoparticles at a lower temperature (150 °C) than these required to convert Cu nanoparticles in Cu 3 P ones (250 °C or at least above 220 °C). 17 These two arguments suggest a higher stability of nickel-rich phosphide over copper-rich ones.
To further advance this discussion, it would be interesting to perform the reaction of P 4 with a nickel-copper alloy or with an inverted core-shell (nickel inside, copper outside) and to measure the enthalpy of formation of the ternary alloys. Both go beyond the scope of this study. Also, a more systematic phosphidation study (preferably using a stoichiometric P donor) on other bimetallic nanoparticles (eg. NiPd) would be interesting, in order to eventually propose a general rule or law regarding the selectivity of the phosphidation reaction.
(ii) Regarding the formation of hollow nanostructures.
The formation of hollow nanostructures was previously observed for a number of materials, including metal oxides (as a result of oxidation reaction from O 2 ), 48,58 metal 24 sulfides (due to sulfidation, eg. from S 8 ) 59 and phosphides (due to phosphidation, eg. from TOP 23 or from P 4 ). 17, 60 The holes result from the coalescence of vacancies in the center of the nanoparticles. The vacancies are generated as the inner element (typically, the metal) diffuses outward faster than the outer element (typically, sulfur, oxygen, phosphorus) diffuses inward. It is often called "nano-Kirkendall" effect due to the phenomenological similitude with the original Kirkendall effect, which is the appearance of vacancies at the interface of two metals A and B, as a consequence of unbalanced diffusion coefficients of A toward B vs. B toward A. 61 In the present case, the closest phenomenon related to a Kirkendall effect would have been the formation of vacancies at the copper-nickel interface due to unbalanced nickel and copper diffusion rates. Such phenomenon could be expected at a high enough temperature because the nickel diffuses slower in copper than the copper in the nickel, as well as in copper-nickel alloys. 62 Here, the situation is different: the copper outward diffusion is a consequence of the reaction with an external non-metallic element:
phosphorus. For clarity, we will hence avoid the term "nanoscale Kirkendall effect".
Under fairly similar reaction conditions, the phosphidation of single-metal nanoparticles of nickel or copper did not yield hollow nanoparticles in our previous studies. 17 It should be noted that the study on the copper nanoparticles was performed in the absence of phosphine ligands. Based on these observations, we propose that:
(1) Nickel-rich NiCuP alloy allows the diffusion of Cu from the inside to the outside. This is especially well observed in situ (Figure 8 ).
(2) The formation of copper-phosphine species likely acts as a driving force for the copper migrating outside of the nanoparticles, as was also observed by Robinson and 25 coworkers on copper sulfide nanoparticles. 63 Such copper-phosphine species were partly described in a previous work as complexes such as Cu(PR 3 ) 2 and clusters. 40 
Conclusions
In this work, we studied the reaction between core-shell copper-nickel nanoparticles (Cu:Ni in 1:3 ratio) and white phosphorus. Surprisingly, we obtained hollow Ni-rich phosphide nanoparticles and Cu nanoparticles, suggesting a preference of phosphorus towards nickel rather than copper in this particular case. The phosphide nanoparticles were shown to crystallize in a mixed (Ni,Cu) 2 P phase isostructural to Ni 2 P for the first time. Partial substitution of Ni atoms by Cu atoms in the structure leads to a distortion of the unit cell. The lattice constant ratio c/a decreases from 0.577 (pure Ni 2 P) to 0.563, in contrast with other reported Ni-containing bimetallic phosphide nanoparticles. 20, 21 From a mechanistic point of view, we showed that phosphorus insertion into the bimetallic nanoparticles triggers amorphization of the latter as well as outward migration of copper to leave a void in the core (Figure 9 ). During the outward migration of copper, two competing reaction pathways can occur. Either an amorphous intermediate of (Ni,Cu) 2 P forms first and crystallizes into mixed phosphide and/or pure Ni 2 P forms first and evolves towards (Ni,Cu) 2 P. Lastly, the copper that migrates outside the nanoparticles crystallizes into metallic fcc Cu nanoparticles. The low-temperature reactivity of white phosphorus promotes outward migration of copper while in the case of high-temperature degradation of TOP, the core-shell nanostructure of the starting bimetallic nanoparticles is mostly preserved. The resulting relative kinetics between copper migration and crystallization of the phosphide allows formation of a mixed phosphide (Ni,Cu) 2 P phase which is not observed when TOP is used as a sole source of P. The mixed phosphide nanoparticles were monocrystalline and faceted to expose the (001) surface, which is known to be active in HER, 14 opening an avenue for further use of these unique structures as electrocatalysts.
This study of the phosphorus insertion into bimetallic nanoparticles using white phosphorus underlines the competing processes occurring during the reaction. These results from the interaction of stabilizing ligands with copper, as well as phosphorus migration and phosphide phase crystallization. Using a combination of local and ensemble analytic techniques, a complete rationalization of these processes is presented for the first time, in the case of bimetallic copper-nickel nanoparticles. This study paves the way for mechanistic studies of other bimetallic phosphide nanoparticles syntheses. 27 Electrocatalytic activity of this new type of bimetallic metal phosphide is currently being assessed in our laboratories.
Experimental section
Chemicals. Oleylamine (OAm; technical grade, 70%) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Tri-n-octylphosphine (TOP; 97%), copper (II) acetylacetonate (Cu(acac) 2 ; 98+%) and nickel (II) acetylacetonate (Ni(acac) 2 ; anhydrous, min. 95%) were purchased from Strem Chemicals and stored in the glovebox. All chemicals described above were used without further purification. White phosphorus (P 4 ) was taken from the laboratory's own chemical stockroom and was dissolved in toluene. A typical P 4 solution has a concentration around 0.4 mol/L in P.
Safety note: White phosphorus is stable in water but highly flammable and toxic if swallowed or inhaled. It is incompatible with oxidizing agents, reducing agents and bases. It is light and heat sensitive and should be handled accordingly.
Synthesis of Cu 1-x Ni x Nanoparticles.
Bimetallic copper-nickel nanoparticles were prepared via a solvothermal reaction under either purified argon or nitrogen atmosphere using standard air-free techniques with Schlenk line. In a typical synthesis of Cu 0.25 Ni 0.75 , Cu(acac) 2 (0.51 g, 1.95 mmol, 0.25 equiv.), Ni(acac) 2 (1.50 g, 5.85 mmol, 0.75 equiv.) and 2.80 mL of TOP (6.24 mmol, 0.8 equiv.) were added to 20.8 g of OAm (78.0 mmol, 10 equiv.) in a 100 mL three-necked flask at room temperature. For nanoparticles with other Cu/Ni ratios, the quantity of each metal precursor was changed in a way that keeps the total amount at 7.80 mmol. The mixture was degassed under vacuum for 5 min then heated to 220 °C, giving quickly a black solution. The solution 28 was stirred at this temperature for 2 h under inert atmosphere. After heating, it was left to cool to room temperature. The nanoparticles were isolated using acetone and were washed at least three times using a THF/ethanol (1/4) mixture to remove the remaining reagents and organic matter. 465 mg of black powder were obtained, which corresponds to a 100 % yield of Cu 0.25 Ni 0.75 (this calculation neglects the weight of organic ligands). Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy. 31 P liquid NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker AC-300 SY spectrometer. Chemical shifts are relative to an 85% H 3 PO 4 external reference. P 4 was detected as a singlet at -521 ppm.
Reaction of Cu
X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy. Spectra were collected on a Omicron Argus X-ray photoelectron spectrometer, using a monochromated Al Kα (hυ = 1486.6 eV) radiation source having a 300 W electron beam power. The samples were analyzed under ultrahigh vacuum conditions (10 -8 Pa). After recording a broad range spectrum (pass energy 100 eV), high resolution spectra were recorded for the C 1s, Cu 2p, Ni 2p, P 2p core XPS levels (pass energy 200 eV). The binding energies were calibrated with respect to the C 1s peak at 284.8 eV. Spectrum processing was carried out using the CasaXPS software package.
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